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Abstract: We address the estimation of the scatter matrix of a scale mixture of Gaussian stationary autoregressive vectors. This is equivalent to consider the estimation of a structured scatter matrix of a Spherically Invariant Random Vector (SIRV) whose structure comes from an autoregressive modelization. The Toeplitz structure representative of stationary models is a particular case for the class of structures we consider. For Gaussian autoregressive processes, Burg method is often used in case of stationarity for its efficiency when few samples are available. Unfortunately, if we directly apply these methods to estimate the common scatter matrix of N vectors coming from a non-Gaussian distribution, their efficiency will strongly decrease. We propose then to adapt these methods to scale mixtures of autoregressive vectors by changing the energy functional minimized in the Burg algorithm. Moreover, we study several approaches of robust modification of the introduced Burg algorithms, based on Fréchet medians defined for the Euclidean or the Poincaré metric, in presence of outliers or contaminating distributions. The considered structured modelization is motivated by radar applications, the performances of our methods will then be compared to the very popular Fixed Point estimator and OS-CFAR detector through radar simulated scenarios.
Motivations

Context
Real radar measurements of strong low grazing angle clutters such as ground or sea clutters showed that these clutters should be described by non-Gaussian distributions, especially heavytailed [44, 48, 11, 49, 50] . The family of complex spherically invariant random vectors (SIRV), a subfamily of the elliptically symmetric distributions [34] (which contains a lot of classical distributions such as multivariate Gaussian, multivariate Cauchy distributions and multivariate Kdistributions) is a useful generalization of Gaussian random vectors, inheriting of similar shape and location parameters. This family has been often used to modelize such radar clutters (see e.g. [19, 23, 24, 34] ). In this paper, we propose estimators of the scatter matrix of a zero-mean SIRV with a particular structure coming from an autoregressive (AR) modelization of the correlation between coordinates of the vector. This structured model is natural to describe the temporal correlation between radar pulse responses when signal is stationary and was already considered for example in [14, 33, 43] . In the following, the conjugate transpose operator applied on vectors or matrices is denoted by (.) * while the conjugate operator applied on a scalar z is denoted by z, vectors and matrices are denoted by bold letters, scalars by non-bold letters and a.s.
• (R2) a robustness with respect to a contamination in the observed sample: a fraction of the samples are outliers or come from a different distribution (see Section 4 for radar use cases of contamination).
Prior art
The estimation of covariance matrix of SIRV with or without structure has been the motivation of many works in the past, especially for radar applications. In the Gaussian framework, taking into account the structure of a covariance matrix has been shown to improve performance of both estimation [41] and target detection [13] .
Non-Gaussian models of low grazing angle clutters involving SIRV has been early proposed in order to improve the estimation of the scatter matrix for example through non-linear transformations or cumulants as well as the performance of target detection in this framework [23, 25, 33] . These approaches however often consider that the law of the non-Gaussian amplitude τ is known.
Maronna proposed a class of Huber-type M-estimators of the scatter matrix Σ that do not assume this knowledge (therefore robust in the sense of (R1)). They are defined as solution of the equation [32] :Σ
The function u has to satisfy some conditions for the estimator to be defined and consistent. A major drawback of these estimators is their non-invariance with respect to the distribution of the amplitude. For this sake, Tyler [45] proposed the estimator satisfyinĝ
The function u(x) = 1 x does not satisfy the conditions of Maronna but Tyler has shown that the estimator solution of Eq. (1.2) is well defined and consistent. It was furthermore shown to be a maximum likelihood estimator for normalized samples
(often called multivariate signs). Some authors rediscovered and studied this estimator in its complex version in the radar context [18, 26, 36] . These estimators however do not consider any structure on the matrix Σ.
In case of stationary signals, we have to take into account a Toeplitz intrinsic structure for the scatter matrix in the SIRV framework. It can be performed by computing the constrained maximum likelihood of normalized samples (or other statistical criterion) in the space of positive definite matrices with Toeplitz constraints or more specific structures (see [12, 40, 42, 35, 54, 51] ). Our approach is slightly different in the sense that we propose a reparametrization of the scatter matrix and minimize a criterion based on the induced parameters. Indeed, the autoregressive structure allows us to split the estimation of the matrix Σ of size d × d into d estimations of Toeplitz matrices of size 2 × 2. This splitting corresponds to the so-called "Burg technique" [15] . Instead of estimating the covariance of the raw sample x 1 , ..., x N ∈ C d , we iteratively define second-order samples in C 2 whose theoretical covariance can be expressed in function of Σ (see Section 3). This technique was originally proposed in the context of stationary Gaussian AR time series. Note that if we consider x as the trace of an AR process of order M < d − 1, we add more structure on the matrix Σ than the Toeplitz one. Actually, given the autocovariance taps E[
, it is well known that the maximum entropy model pertaining to the vector x = (x 1 , ..., x d )
T in C d results as the complex Gaussian distribution in C d , whose covariance coincides with the autocovariance of size d × d of the trace of a Gaussian AR process of order M (see [7, 15, 37] ). The reparametrization of any Toeplitz covariance matrix by one real positive power parameter and d − 1 complex coefficients (called reflection parameters; see Section 3) underlying the Burg technique was also denoted by Trench (see [43] ). The Toeplitz structure is then a particular case for the class of autoregressive structures when M = d − 1.
Outline of the paper
The Burg technique was initially expressed for the estimation of the autoregressive model of one process (hence one range case). However, it is possible to modify Burg estimates in order to combine multiple samples coming from different range cases ("segments") in the Gaussian context [27] . The first contribution of the following paper is the adaptation of this Multisegment Gaussian Burg estimation, that we will call Normalized Burg, to the SIRV context. An alternative to Multisegment estimations is to take the mean of models coming from each estimated segment [10] . Since reflection parameters do not depend on the amplitude realization (Burg technique separates the power parameter from reflection parameters), the robustness with respect to (R1) is ensured. However such estimators are not robust with respect to (R2) like Multisegment (Gaussian and Normalized) estimates. We propose then to study a geometrical method consisting in computing the median (instead of the mean) of AR parameters estimated from x 1 , ..., x N in both Euclidean and Riemannian context (see [2, 6, 52] ) and a refinement consisting in a 2-step estimation through a selection of the "better" samples presented in [3, 4] . This will allow us to cumulate robustness with respect to heavy-tailed amplitudes (R1) and contamination (R2).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the mixture of AR vector model. We introduce the Normalized Burg algorithm adapted to the case of SIRV models in Section 3. We also present the average Burg estimators as well as its robust (with respect to (R2)) modifications in this Section. Finally, we illustrate the performances of the introduced estimators through some simulations of radar scenarios in Section 4.
Mixtures of autoregressive processes
Let x ∈ C d be the random vector coming from a mixture of stationary Gaussian AR random vectors. Then, x is characterized by the existence of a scalar random variable τ > 0 and a scatter matrix Σ such that :
where y ∼ N d (0, Σ) is a complex Gaussian vector (called speckle) of covariance matrix Σ independent of τ (called texture). Σ is then defined up to a multiplicative constant due to the presence of τ (we can multiply Σ and divide τ by the same positive constant without changing the vector x). We will then consider in the following the constraint Tr(Σ) = d (see [26] ). As y comes from a stationary Gaussian AR process of order
M ∈ C such that for 1 ≤ n ≤ d :
where b n is a complex standard Gaussian variable independent of y n−1 , ..., y n−M and with the convention y −i = 0 for all i ≥ 0.
We can remark that x is also an AR process with non-Gaussian innovations :
Burg algorithms
Multisegment Gaussian Burg method applied to Gaussian process
We first present the well-known Burg method for Gaussian AR vectors. All the definitions we introduce for the process y are still valid for x. Let define the autocorrelation function for t ≥ 0 : γ(t) = E[y n+t y n ] for any n such that the expectation has a sense. γ is independent of n because of the stationarity of y. Moreover, the stationarity condition can be summed up by Yule-Walker equation :
Levinson algorithm inverts this equation by introducing the successive AR parameters (a
• Initialization : define P 0 = γ(0) and
This algorithm enhances the role of the parameters (µ m ) 1≤m≤M , called reflection parameters, that are sufficient with P 0 to describe the AR vector y. Note furthermore that the condition P 0 = 1 is equivalent to the aforementioned condition Tr(Σ) = d. Instead of estimating the covariance matrix directly from the samples which does not guarantee the Toeplitz constraint, we estimate these reflection parameters adapted for AR random vectors (we will then use the bijection given by equations (3.2) and (3.3) to recover an estimated covariance). For this purpose, Burg proposed in the Gaussian framework to minimize an energy at each step 1 ≤ m ≤ M :
with f m and b m respectively the "forward" and "backward" errors defined for m + 1 ≤ n ≤ d :
Note that the definition of the errors is still valid for m = 0. Thanks to Equation (3.3), we can state
Remark 1.
When there is no prior information on the model order, namely M , we should take it as high as possible, i.e. M = d − 1. However, when N is small, this choice could lead to a poor estimation of the reflection parameters even if the "true" model order is low. A classical way to solve this problem is to minimize the energy U (m) + γC (m) where C (m) corresponds to a spectral smoothness of the AR process and γ tuned the compromise between regularization and estimation; see [5] for details on the regularization of Gaussian Burg estimators and [22] for the regularized version of Normalized Burg defined hereafter.
The estimation of the reflection parameters consists then in the solution of the minimization of the empirical energy for a sample x 1 , .., x N :
where, for each i, f i,m and b i,m are the forward and backward errors for the sample y i . Knowing µ 1 , ..., µ m , we have a closed-form expression for the estimate of µ m+1 (this estimator is called Multisegment Gaussian Burg see [27] ) :
Multisegment Normalized Burg method for non-Gaussian vectors
We now consider the AR vector x. The forward and backward errors are still defined by Equation (3.5). The estimator defined by Equation (3.6) applied for x will suffer from the disparity of the realizations of the scalar part τ which leads us to adapt the method by considering a different energy independent of the realizations of the texture τ :
The minimum of the empirical version of the previous energy is then :
The drawback is thatμ m+1 is not consistent. We can however correct the asymptotic bias:
with B 1 defined for x > 0 by :
Proof. This is an application of Theorem 1 of [9] applied for the vector
. We apply the law of large numbers for the empirical sumμ m by noting that for m ≥ 0 and m
The consistent version of (3.8) is then :
1 is not explicit but can be pre-computed on a grid for a gain of time (see Fig. 1 ).
Average Burg estimators
3.3.1. Euclidean Mean Burg: The Gaussian and Normalized Burg estimators presented above combine two processes:
• the iteration on the reflection parameters (with a propagation of errors from µ 1 to µ M ) Fig. 1 . Bias function B 1 .
• the averaging process with the N spatial range cases
The Gaussian and Normalized Burg both perform the spatial averaging in the temporal iteration loop. However, since spatial range cases may not be statistically homogeneous, it seems more robust to treat these two processes separately in order that the error due to the presence of outliers are not propagating in the iteration on the reflection parameters. For that purpose, since the realization of the amplitude parameter τ is shared amongst one range case, a Gaussian Burg estimation of the reflection parameters of each range case should be performed and a spatial "average" afterwards. Since the number of pulses d may be small, the estimation of the reflection parameters for each range case i (denoted hereafter byμ
m ) may not be accurate, i.e. the variance of these local estimates will be high (it is comparable to the variance of x i x * i as an estimate of the covariance) but the spatial averaging counters this effect as detailed below.
With previous notations, a simple average estimator (defined e.g. in [10] ) is then (the superscript .
(i) will refer to the i-th range case)
Note that the iterative errors b i,m and f i,m are estimated only with the temporal samples x i of the range case i. Hence, this is not a multisegment estimator since each reflection parameterμ
m+1 is estimated independently from the other range cases. The average process will not affect the bias but will divide the variance by a factor N since
Remark that the regularization evoked in Remark 1 also induces a decreasing variance but an increasing bias (since some a priori knowledge on the spectral smoothness is introduced). For N large enough, it is therefore not necessary to introduce bias since the presence of multiple spatial samples already decreases the variance of the estimators.
Poincaré Mean Burg:
Eq. (3.12) corresponds to the Euclidean mean of Burg estimators of each (short) time series x i . In the space of positive definite matrices, Aubry et al [3] showed through simulations the superiority of non-Euclidean metric in terms of performance of the target detection. In the case of reflection parameters, a generalization to an arbitrary Riemannian geometry is also possiblê
where we classically call mean the so-called Fréchet mean defined as a minimizer for a certain distance d(., .)
We will consider a Riemannian metric related to the statistical model parameterized by the reflection parameters. Indeed, a natural information geometry can be associated to any parametric model by defining a Riemannian metric through the Fisher information matrix or its dual version (see [2, 6, 7, 8, 52] ), that we will consider here, defined by
where w = (P 0 , µ 1 , ..., µ M ) T and φ denotes the entropy of the Gaussian AR vector y
which gives us:
Fortunately, the geometry associated to the AR model reparametrized by reflection parameters is simple in the sense that the geodesics do not have cross products which justifies the separation of power and reflection parameters. For each of these latter, the natural metric is the Poincaré metric in the unit disc D = {z ∈ C s.t. |z| < 1} :
which leads to the following distance function
1 − µ (1) µ (2) .
Note that we derived the Poincaré metric from the entropy of a Gaussian distribution. We ignored the non-Gaussian amplitude since we will not use in the following the power parameter but each reflection parameter. Moreover, we consider each reflection parameters independently since we do not want to mix the actual reflection parameters of the clutter (of low order) and the reflection parameters (of high order) whose value should be estimated to 0. If one wants to take into account the amplitude distribution in a SIRV setting, the related metric will depend on the fixed amplitude distribution (see e.g. [16] ).
The mean estimators have the robustness (R1) since they are independent with respect to the texture τ but they fail to be robust with respect to (R2). This is the reason of our interest into the replacement of the mean by a median.
Robust Euclidean and Poincaré Median Burg:
The Fréchet median of N points in a Riemannian manifold is usually defined by:
The computations of means and medians for Poincaré metric presented above are available in [2] . In the Euclidean framework, the median can be computed through Weiszfeld algorithm (see [46] for a modification of Weiszfeld algorithm that is convergent for all initial point), which is initialized with a point z 0 ∈ C and for t ≥ 0
The Poincaré metric will favor estimates close to the center by penalizing the angle inhomogeneity of the reflection parameters of the local estimates µ 
2-step procedures
The idea of 2-step procedure is to use a first estimation and to select the "best" samples in order to remove spatial samples containing potential outliers. The choice of the discarded samples is made according to the distance of the estimated reflection parameter of each range case to the robust estimate d(µ
We then keep the only N/2 closest range cases that will be supposed to be statistically homogeneous. Unlike [3] where choice of such "secondary data" is made according to the so-called generalized inner product (GIP) x iΣ −1 x i , our criterion is based on the Euclidean or Riemannian distance between reflection parameter (see Algorithm 3). Indeed, the GIP criterion depends on the power realizations and is then not robust with respect to (R1).
Algorithm summary
Algorithm 1 Generalized Burg-Levinson algorithm
Aim : Estimation of the power and reflection parameters (P 0 , µ 1 , ..., µ M ) Input : a sample of N vectors (x 1 , .., x N ) in C d , the order of the autoregressive process
Estimation ofμ m from f m−1 and b m−1 (through e.g. Normalized Burg estimator)
Algorithm 2 Normalized Burg
Aim : Estimation of the m-th coefficient of reflectionμ m+1 Input : forward and backward errors f i,m (n) and b i,m (n)
log(1−x)−log(1+x) 2x 
Simulated scenario
As an illustration of the performances of the defined algorithms, we modelize N range cells of a clutter burst response z 1 , ..., z N through independent realization of the following random vector
where
is a scale mixture of AR vectors; let us recall that τ is the texture and y the speckle (see Section 2).
• w ∈ C d is a white noise representing the thermal noise.
We choose a Weibull texture for the model of τ (considered for example in [17] ) for its adequacy with sea and ground clutters (see also [19] for a validation of Weibull distribution on real data). A gamma-distributed texture corresponds to a K-distributed clutter which has been often proposed in the literature [24, 48] . However, we choose the Weibull one in order to model heavy-tailed clutters.
We recall the expression of the density for a Weibull distribution :
The scale parameter σ is taken such that E[τ ] = σΓ(1 + 1/ν) is the desired clutter power whereas ν (taken equal to 0.6 in order to modelize strong clutters) is the shape parameter representing the disparity of the distribution. We take N = 64 samples and a speckle built from an AR vector of order 1 of parameter µ 1 and of dimension d. An AR(1) approximates a radar ground clutter or a wind clutter with a single Doppler frequency. The Riemannian mean error (RME) for N M C estimations is a natural error metric in the space of positive definite matrices thanks to its affine invariance:
where . F is the Frobenius norm. We will compare the following estimators of the scatter matrix :
• (Multisegment) Gaussian Burg : given by Eq. (3.6).
• Fixed Point (FP) : the M-estimator proposed by Tyler [45] .
• (Multisegment) Normalized Burg : estimator given by Equation (3.11).
• Euclidean/Poincaré Mean Burg : estimator given by Eq. (3.12) and (3.13).
• Euclidean/Poincaré Median Burg : estimator given in Section 3.3.3.
• 2-step Euclidean/Poincaré Median Burg : Algorithm 3 by using Poincaré or Euclidean median and distances. • 2-step Fixed Point : 2-step procedure (Section 3.4) for Fixed Point algorithm with a selection of secondary data performed according to the likelihood of normalized samples.
The order of the above Burg estimators is taken to be maximal, i.e. M = d − 1. Since the order of the simulated AR vector is 1, this illustrates the robustness of the approach with respect to the choice of the order. The estimation and detection performances will be compared to the following approaches:
• a classical OS-CFAR used together with a Hamming window applied on outputs of Doppler Filters Bank; see for example [38] .
• Ideal detection: we assume that the scatter matrix is known and use it for the test of Section 4.3. This constitutes a best-case performance benchmark for detection performances.
Estimation quality 4.2.1. Robustness with respect to non-Gaussian amplitude:
Every tested estimator at the exception of Gaussian Burg is independent to the amplitude realizations, then we present a comparison of the estimation quality between Gaussian Burg and Normalized Burg with respect to the Weibull shape parameter in Table 1 . Note that the Gaussian distribution corresponds to the limit case ν → ∞. This is the reason of the good behavior of Gaussian Burg estimates in Table 1 for large ν. Moreover, as expected, the Gaussian Burg is largely outperformed by its Normalized version when the texture is sub-exponential (ν < 1), i.e. heavy-tailed.
Influence of the number of pulses per range case:
In Table 2 , the superiority in terms of performance of the Normalized Burg with respect to Euclidean and Poincaré Mean Burg can be explained by the bias of the latter that is important when d is small. Indeed, the bias of Mean Burg algorithms does not depend on N contrary to Normalized Burg for which the performances would have been the same if we had considered a single temporal sequence of length dN . The same conclusion for the Multisegment estimate in the Gaussian case was given in [47] . The precision of Normalized Burg is deteriorated when d increases since the order of the estimated autoregressive model (equal to d − 1) increases with d. For large d, it is then useful to consider Mean Burg. However, since we are interested in contaminated scenarios where d is small, we will restrict ourselves to the case d = 12 it in the following.
Estimation quality illustrated through a transition scenario:
We summarize in Table  3 and 4 the estimation errors for two scenarios (µ 1 = 0.9 and µ 1 = 0.3). • In the non contaminated case, Normalized Burg show better accuracy than FP: taking into account the Toeplitz structure of the scatter matrix then improves the estimation quality.
• When the spectrum is flatter (|µ 1 | = 0.3), the Poincaré metric that favors the small coefficients is slightly more efficient than the Euclidean one. Indeed, the reflection coefficients of high order are then closer to 0. For reflection parameters of high modulus however, this behavior makes Poincaré metric less efficient especially in the contaminated cases (see Fig. 2 ).
• The 2-step procedure drastically increases the estimation quality in the case of a strong contamination and a strong correlation (µ 1 = 0.9). In that case, the outliers coming from the "true" distribution are well separated from the correlation samples coming from the perturbing distribution and the 2-step procedure can then easily separate the two parts of the sample. Otherwise, when |µ 1 | is low, this separation is less clear.
• The surprising decrease of the error in the 2-step procedure when the amount of contamination increases may be explained by the fact that the higher order reflection coefficient are better and better estimated thanks to the diversity brought by the contamination. . Estimated and simulated spectra for 100 range cases (The x-axis corresponds to the range dimension whereas y-axis indicates the normalized frequency).
In Fig. 3 , we illustrate the robustness of each estimator through a clutter transition. We considered a scenario where range cases 1 to 50 are simulated through an AR(1) of parameter µ 1 = 0.9 and range cases 51 to 100 are simulated with an AR(1) of parameter µ 1 = 0.9e 0.3×2iπ ( Fig. 3(a) ). For each test range case x i (i is represented in the x-axis), the represented Doppler spectrum results from the estimated covariance of the N = 64 neighbor cells x i−32 , ..., x i−1 , x i+1 , ..., x i+32 . In order to control edge effects, we consider only available neighbor cells for 32 first and 32 last cells.
• For the non robust estimators (namely Normalized Burg and Fixed-Point) the estimated spectra have two frequencies for cases around the transition which is not the case for the other estimators.
• For the robust estimators, the number of range cases where the estimated spectrum is not accurate is respectively for OS-CFAR, Poincaré Median Burg, Euclidean Median Burg and their respective 2 step versions of 16, 8, 8 , 8 and 2 cases. With this property, the detection of a target with a normalized frequency of 0.3 is possible in an area close to the transition for robust estimators.
• The 2-step procedure alone is not sufficient if the first estimation is not robust: this is illustrated by Fig. 3(i) where the secondary data selection after a first Fixed-Point estimation is not sufficient to separate the two clutter frequencies.
• It can be observed that the spectra of OS-CFAR show a frequency resolution worse than its competitors. This is due to the low number of pulses (d = 12) for each range cells which is responsible for the low number of filters in OS-CFAR.
Estimation quality for a sea clutter scenario:
In Fig. 4 -5, we simulate a scenario encountered when we face sea clutter, namely the position of the "peak" in the spectra (respectively the spectral width for Fig. 5 ) of neighbor range cases is not stable and can be drifting (Fig. 4(a) ). Ideally, the estimated "mean" spectra should correspond to a mean behavior, spectrally speaking: the position of the peak should be the mean of the neighbor peaks as well as the spectral width.
• In Fig. 4 , since Fixed Point and Normalized Burg estimators take into account every neighbor case with the same weights, the estimated spectrum is wider, this width representing the incertitude on the position of the peak. On the other-hand, the median-based estimators are only dependent on the considered Riemannian geometry in the space of reflection parameters. Indeed, with our choice of geometry, the more diversity in the parameters, the lower the absolute value of the median of these parameters and then the larger the spectrum. Since the 2-step Euclidean Median estimator takes into account less neighbor cases, the diversity is weaker and then, the accuracy of the estimated spectrum is higher. On the other hand, 2-step Poincaré Median estimator is sensitive to highest order reflection parameters that are more biased if we consider less range cases; this effect is moreover not sufficiently compensated by the first reflection parameters.
• Similarly, in Fig. 5 , robust estimators estimate more accurately the width of the "average" spectrum while non-robust estimators under-estimate it.
Detection quality
We will now compare the estimators through their detection performances (for the sake of clarity, we restrain ourselves to Normalized Burg, 2-step Burg estimators, Fixed-Point and OS-CFAR). For that purpose, we assume that a cell under test is spatially surrounded by N neighbor cells sharing the same distribution or not (depending on the scenario). We suppose that a target is present in the cell under test. As for the target model, we consider small targets in the sense that they are present in only one range cell which burst response is simulated by Several test statistics dedicated to target detection in a non-Gaussian environment have been proposed in the radar literature. A detector classically used is the GLRT (Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test), also called ANMF (see e.g. [24] ). A variant of the GLRT detector has been proposed in [1] in the context of targets spread over several range cells present in an homogeneous or inhomogeneous clutter modelized as an autoregressive process. We will use in the sequel the GLRT statistics and propose to compare its performances with a new geometrical detector based on the geometry of reflection parameters. 
with p(θ) = (1, e 2iπθ , ..., e 2iπ(d−1)θ ) T the steering vector and z ∈ C d the data of the cell under test. We compute the test threshold such that the probability of false alarm is set to 10 −3 and compare the probabilities of detection with the classical OS-CFAR test [38] . We observe in Figures 6-7 that, since the Signal-Clutter Ratio is 0dB, the probability of detection for frequencies close to the peak frequency of the clutter (i.e. 0) is close to 0. For normalized frequencies close to 0.3, only the performances of FP and Normalized Burg estimators as well as OS-CFAR detector decrease which illustrate the robustness of 2-step and Median procedures with respect to outliers. With 10 contaminating range cells, the gap of detection probability can go up to 30%. We illustrate in Figure 6 (d) and 7(d)the detection probability with respect to the Signal-Clutter Ratio for a fixed target velocity. These two figures shows only slight differences between studied estimators (at the exception of OS-CFAR) in the non-contaminated case since the estimators are all independent with respect to the non-Gaussian texture. Moreover, Burg estimators have a better frequency resolution with respect to the classical OS-CFAR estimation for the same reason explained in Section 4.2.3.
Comparison to a new geometrical detector
Instead of using the GLRT statistics, we consider the geometrical detector as alternative for Normalized Burg and 2-step Burg estimators :
where (μ 1,amb , ...,μ M,amb ) are the estimated reflection coefficients of the N surrounding cells and (μ 1 (z),...,μ M (z)) is a regularized estimation of the underlying autoregressive process of the cell under test z ∈ C d (see for example [5] ). Let us recall that d P is the Riemannian distance in the Poincaré disc considered in Section 3.3.2. This detector does not directly provide an estimation of the normalized frequency of the detected target. However, its performances, illustrated by Figure 7 , show competitive results with respect to the same scenario for the GLRT detector with a reduced complexity (neither an inversion of a d × d matrix nor a max computation are needed for this detector).
CFAR property of detectors
We illustrate the CFAR property of different detectors in Table 5 by computing the true probability of false alarm (PFA) of the test statistics for a unique threshold. This property is crucial for the detectors to be stable on real operations. Since all proposed estimates are independent with respect to texture realizations (neglecting thermal noise), the CFAR property with respect to the texture distribution holds for both GLRT and AR detectors. Moreover, the GLRT detector coupled with Fixed Point estimator was shown to have CFAR property with respect to the clutter covariance (see e.g. [20] which also contains validation of this property on real radar measurements); it is confirmed by Table 5 where only thermal noise have a small impact on the PFA in the non-contaminated case. The presence of contaminating range cells, however, breaks the CFAR property, especially for non-robust estimators (Normalized Burg and FP). Table shows that GLRT detector is more robust than AR detector with respect to CFAR property. Let us note furthermore that the GLRT detector is more robust than AR detector with respect to CFAR property. This could lead to further improvements of the latter.
Conclusion
We have presented Burg methods for mixtures of autoregressive vectors which are a natural family of distributions when we consider non-Gaussian stationary clutter. We proposed several estimators independent of the non-Gaussian texture in this framework and studied their behavior especially in terms of robustness with respect to contamination and efficiency. We can sum up these through the following insights:
We have presented several Burg methods for mixtures of autoregressive vectors which are a natural family of distributions when we consider non-Gaussian stationary clutter. We proposed Fig. 7 . Detection probability of a target vs. normalized frequency of the target or Signal-Clutter Ration (SCR) with a clutter-to-noise ratio CNR=40dB for a fixed PFA = 10 −3 (AR detector).
several estimators independent of the non-Gaussian texture in this framework and studied their behavior especially in terms of robustness with respect to contamination and efficiency. We can sum up these through the following insights:
• Thanks to the exploitation of the Toeplitz structure, Burg methods complexity goes from O(d 3 ) (that corresponds to the complexity of the inversion of a matrix d × d) to O(M 2 ) (recall that M stands for the order of the autoregressive model).
• It is useful to take into account the non-Gaussianity of the clutter for sub-exponential amplitude distributions.
• Considering medians instead of means in the Burg estimators furnishes a robustness for medium contamination (10% to 30% outlier samples).
• 2-step procedures (consisting in a selection of secondary data) need a first estimation of the Table 5 False alarm probability (to be multiplied by 10 −3 ) for a fixed threshold computed through Monte-Carlo simulations for the scenario with µ 1 = 0.7 without contamination; x/y means PFA=x.10 −3 for the GLRT detector and PFA = y.10 −3 for the AR detector (unavailable for FP estimator). scatter matrix of the clutter that is robust enough in order to be efficient. In that case, high contamination (close to 50%) can be considered.
• Taking into account the Poincaré metric is efficient for reflection parameters of high order (that should be close to 0) since they tends to under-estimate their modulus.
Future works will be devoted to the extension of these methods for non-stationary signal in the burst [31, 39] . This work will be also extended for STAP (Space-Time Adaptive Processing) based on OS-STAP algorithm described in [6] by computing mean and median Toeplitz-BlockToeplitz covariance matrices parameterized by Matrix-Valued Autoregressive model, and based on numerical scheme described in [28, 29, 30] .
